
Giacome//o, the company's genera/ manager.

j solutions, ranging from its "Rapid Levels',

e new range 01 "Top Level" visuallevel

cators.

company is stili going strong and is

entrating ali its efforts on doing research

constantly improving its level 01 quality. It

invested in new products that have helped

expand what it has to offer its customers,

Jlting in an increasingly more complete and

petitive package.

2010, the company brought out the LVC, a

Jallevel indicator that is a combination 01
istive output/Ohm at a truly competitive price

ill soon be introducing the ATEX certilied

els, which stand out fram the competition for

lact that they can be customised, an added

ue that will enable them to be used on a large

le in various manulacturing industries.

number 01 products, however, have been

graded" with new application possibilities,

eh as the LV range.

Progettare International

The F.lli Giacame//a plsnt.

In 2011, the Fili Giacomello company launched

something completely new onto the market,

namely the LV/M-76-S1.

This is a new visuallevel indicator with a 76 mm

distance and a minimum signallevel, which is

the result 01 painstaking research and

experimentation, and it is proving to be a great

success it is a product with an action range so

wide that it can be used in the most varied 01
applications.

In lact, its components (transparent tubes,

blocks and O-rings) are made out of different

polymers, a leature that greatly increases its

LV/M-76-S1." leve/ al visual distance 76 mm and a
minimum signalleve/.
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that has AISI 216 stainless stee ''':re ~-e:a
parts that come into contac L. -"8 ~ •..•

A product like the LV/M-76-S1 is ihe ·85...•::;- -

company's desire to reach the hiqheste e s -=
specialisation in the lield 01 level indicators

Over the years, by collaborating with some 0=

the most outstanding Italian and foreign

customers on the market, the F.lli Giacomello

company has managed to create its own sales

network ali over the world.

In la cl, 40% of the company's turnover comes

Irom loreign firrns, even though production is s i

100% Italian.

These days, the F.lli Giacomello company is a

major concern and is able to meet the needs 01
ali its partners, be they consumers or

multinational companies.

Quality, experience, reliability and a good

quality/price ratio have always been the

company's trademarks and will continue to be

so also in the luture.


